[Jack] wrote:
....

[Lunar Dance 666] wrote:
“.....To Jack
The things you've been posting are not only toxic to the bone but you deliberately try to shoot down what a true woman is supposed to be like and take away the natural strengths they have and try to twist and warp it in some kind of insane hellpit of the catholic church. You should be punched in the face for this.

All the time you've been posting "scientific evidence" but this is the most irrational and dumb response to something I've ever seen.”

It’s easy to be dogmatic when one sees a flat stupid line in front of them.

We live in another world, and things are moving forward. That is correct. This is also commonly used as an excuse to destroy any notion of balance in the world, and all good in this world: "We are progressing now! Can't have that!".

Quality of children is as important as their number. If one just goes and gets brainlessly pregnant because "it is your purpose" [as the claim goes] will have the situation you have in India or in Africa. This is called unsustainable life and existence. Your children and also you may come under tremendous suffering.

India has been dealing with this due to modern developments, but having a lot of kids so they can live among their own filth, is not something to request of a person who can see the future a bit. India is fighting an extensive and very hardcore struggle to solve this problem now. It makes matters very difficult.

The European Birthrate issue emerges not due to Marxist unwillingness alone, or ideological denial of people. This has swarmed around a low percent of retards, who are too brainwashed and too gullible in the first place, so their instincts are
completely removed by some jewtalk they heard in a sitcom about how evil it is to have White kids. These are gone and there is no point to re-convince them, as they are borgs now and would make bad parents anyhow. The largest issue is a financial reason.

In regards to how the most developed Nations have made it impossible for their citizens? Here is some jewish financial domination for you. It may make no sense at all, but this is exactly how the story goes in Europe, and also in the United States.

You can live on the world's most advanced continent, and still have difficulties making ends meet. These difficulties may be even way worse than one would face in an underdeveloped land, especially when it comes to having children, or even living yourself. Even EU analysis estimates that as many 113 million of Europeans (22.5%) live in social exclusion or hardcore poverty, within the European Jewnion. One fourth cannot have kids in this condition, and if they do, it's a giant risk. This is also the lower classes who are more inclined to have kids, and see the idea with less Marxist contamination and Jew infested contempt.

This should help you understand this issue is not a mere "accept to have kids" issue. There are many more things involved. Marxist indoctrination is one of the reasons, another is the question of future life. Intelligent people tend to make this overly complicated, sometimes correctly, and at other times incorrectly.

Many Right Wingers or however we may call them today, lack political foresight, while the Marxist minions and jew financial cohorts, do have a lot of this from the reptilian mindset with which they ruin Nations. They know how to use the environment against the individual, which is the art they specialize in. The Right Wing believes a false thing, that every problem is merely solved by ideology or critique on aspects such as Birthrates. It really is not.

You do not increase birthrates by just attacking people verbally over their refusal to give birth. Addressing the issues which cause this, causes the biggest results.

To successfully have children, in the modern world, and speaking of people who have an idea, we have a few factors that come in.

1. Financial factor, if one can afford it.
2. Confidence in government factor. One may skip this if they can afford it, but it still plays a role. Governments hardly ever help in Europe with having children. This is deliberate.
3. Ideological reasons.

"I'm too Marxist and So Liberated to even care about bringing new life on the planet! Fuck children! My dick and fapping is the most important thing in the world! "I believe the only purpose of my muff is destined only to watch Pornhub until I am 80 years old". These exceptionally brainwashed people aren't a majority, and even if they are, nature still has some safelocks so that Netflix retardation actually at some point gives in to the consideration of continuing life. This is a small category of people and not the majority of people.

Other people may have better or sound reasons to not want to have kids, too. One example is, one never found a decent partner to begin with, or one wants to do something MEANINGFUL.

In regards to outsiders who don't have children only to afford an extra Netflix subscription and a Tablet, these are clearly retarded human beings, and it may also be a good idea that they don't have a large family. The other woman in Asia who forgot her child while playing video games for 2 days and it died, it would be better if she didn't have one either. Birth per se, is not always a solution to problems, but can rather create problems that dwindle a civilization as fast as not having children does. One example is African birthrate, which if left without outside sustenance and charity, could never hold up the life of all of its numbers.

Winning survival in a pest-like manner because of high numbers is not something Europeans are really willing to do. This is why standards have to exist, and incentive. There is hardly any incentive in modern politics in jewrope, only losses. The losses of Family Life are overly projected, and add the Marxism, the negative governments, the kiked out mentality of people, and voila, you have a dying birthrate.

And this may not align completely with the mentality of "breed as to not die", nor can it be solved that way. Quality of life has to exist other than quantity of life.

Telling women or men to just breed brainlessly because it's a moral and natural thing to do is just flat stupid. The disregard of the life of the actual kid that will emerge out of this is also brainless. This type of disregard is why many people are mentally maimed nowadays in the world also, starting from a very young age.

There are people other than those here who will do it because they are meant to. Others may choose otherwise, but Satanism is not to be made as an excuse to this, but rather, personal decision. Satanism should support more Satanic life,
and more enlightened souls to come to this earth, children of which are a
guarantee to that end.

But one looks around and sees there are opposing forms involved. What do we
do here? We oppose and find a way to defeat them.

In regards to SS women, they have a choice and the means to put the all
important quality factors in this, you definitely can and are able to improve your
situation. You have workings, and you are capable women. You can attract a
decent person, or use your judgement to find a decent person if you want to
proceed. In regards to men who say they are encountering financial or lack of
partner difficulties, again, you have the workings you can do.

If you are keen on becoming a mother, your children will be the luckiest in this
world, and the same goes to fathers from these groups. None of you are victims.
You are at a better position than all other women or men in regards to that. If
things go south, you have spiritual means and knowledge to fight adversity, for
your children and your dreams also.

The demographic problem of a race is not solved by the girls in the group here,
but if some women decide, they can have a spear head to teach other women,
as leaders to that end. The same goes to men. If one wants to solely devote in
fighting the enemy, consider that the above also is another way of fighting, and a
very effective one at that.

If Europeans only wanted to live, we would not be striving to better worlds. One
can live as a slave and still have air inside their lungs. Disapproval of this state of
existence is what founded the great empires, as much as birthrates do.

As for the third world, nations struggle and people live lowly and hate their own
existence, due to this behaviour of thoughtless birth, and disregard of human
quality of life. Mexico gives birth without caring about how the children will be
grown or adequately provided with a better standard of life. As such, people pack
up, and leave in huge numbers, depressed by their life.

Many Nations would have been only corpses weren't it for the Western charity to
maintain a lot of life abroad, this is well known. Some powers in this world benefit
also from the suffering of these individuals, as to them it's free working hands,
and they don't mind the quality of life of the citizens. Do not act surprised people
actually are not engaging without a brain in this or do not swallow up the point.
It's because there is suffering involved, and in even worse cases, that's a death
Lastly, the idea that birthrates will win, is a true fact. There may be a victory of numbers, sheer force of monkeyhood overtaking Europe, taking over the earth even. Indeed, Muslims monkeys could theoretically overtake Europe, and turn it into an eternal toilet. Shortly after this however, the history of "Mankind" would be ending anyway, as they would all be rounded up like animals and put into gulags and into a form of perpetual Communist serfdom such as in the movie Hunger Games.

So, their "Victory" would be short-lived.

It's not exactly only a question of numbers, it is also a question of quality of life. This is also not only a philosophical question either, people aren't refusing to give birth solely on bullshit kike philosophies, but a bullshit kike environment, carefully weaved to keep White people from power in their own lands and procreation.

We have to also win the war towards a better and less jew-fied civilization. This is of equal importance to solving the birthrate problem. If anything, birthrates may come to mean nothing if you fail to defeat communism, Marxism and everything else. However, if many people live, they would only serve as slaves in the end.

This is why everyone is needed and everyone has their own role to play. Offspring can be very important, but the above is of equal importance.

Hitler understood this, and this is why we have fought the enemy scourge without trying to live peacefully only and just "survive". He could capitulate in theory and let the Communists come in surging, and Europe would turn to an eternal gulag with a lot of cattle in it. The number of cattle doesn't matter if Humanity is made into cattle. The race, colour, or creed of enslaved individuals will matter neither if this comes to pass.

Despite of how many people a nation may have, all it takes is a Jewish war and everyone is going to be dead. The European Birthrate was great before WW2, booming. And then, due to the excessive jewish power, all the Children of Europe lived in perpetual war, servitude, and slavery. Life persisted, but it was wounded severely.

The enemy is the first priority to go, their influence abolished entirely. If they do not go, birthrates on their own do not solve everything. They help, but they do not finish the matter.
First importance for SS is to make sure we win against the enemy, and in regards to personal parameters, we have freedom of choice. One can be the judge and controller of where their life will be, and making sensible decisions is part of this. Do not get on other people for following another path, so long that everyone is focused on the same goal of taking the enemy out.

Everyone has a different way to go about this and different things to gain out of this, but ALL of us have our survival, advancement and Godhood to win from that.

The enemy falls, and we rise. The fine details with this will fall in place on their own.
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